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ABSTRACT
In a proxy multi-signature scheme (PMSS), more than one actual signers cooperate each other to transfer their signing
authority to a particular person named as proxy(delegated) signer. In this paper a PMSS is proposed, incorporate functionality of
message recovery and verifiable self-certified public keys (SCPK). In our scheme, the delegated signer generates an authentic and
valid proxy multi-signature (PMS ) for plural actual signers. The verifier can verify signature and simultaneously recover message
from the signature. One of the advantages of proposed scheme is that problem of non-repudiation is eliminated by the use of
verifiable SCPK. All the three tasks of public key validation, proxy signature validation , and recovery of message are performed in
one stroke. The security of our PMSS rests upon discrete log problem (DLP). The discussion regarding security of our scheme
demonstrate that how the active attacks fail against security of our PMSS. This scheme is applicable for short messages only.
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Digitalized signatures are an important tool and
plays a very crucial role in security of modern electronic
transactions. The signatures popular in digital world are
RSA [1] and ElGamal [2]. Digital signature provides
confidentiality, data integrity, and authentication. In
commonly used signature the signatory apply his secret
key to create signature for the desired message, and
validation of signature can be done by the verifier using
public key of actual signer. A certification authority (CA)
issues these public keys to each signer to make sure that
the public keys used are authentic. To manage these public
key certificates is quite cumbersome and costly because of
storage, communication, computation costs increases with
the number of participants. The genuineness of public keys
is questioned till, Girault [3], gave the notion of SCPK. In
this approach every user is able to determine his secret
key, while the CA, is responsible for generation of public
keys. This reduces the computation and communication
efforts. Petersen et al. [4], shows that this approach of
Girault [3], still has a problem with non-repudiability.
Later Kim, Park and Won (KPW) [5], gave the solution of
this problem in form of verifiable SCPK.
The digitalized signatures can be classified
mainly in two categories: First the signatures with the
appendix [2], [6] and second is signatures which allows
recovery of message [7-10]. The signature schemes which
allows to recover message restricts an adversary to obtain
message through the appendix. The actual message
remains safe and unaltered until the recipient decrypts it,
so in this way these schemes provide confidentiality of
message along with authenticity, integrity, and nonrepudiability. The message is being sent along with the
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signature and recovered by the designated verifier.
hashing of message is not required and need not be
along with the signature, which brings down
requirement of computation, storage space,
communication bandwidth.

The
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Mambo, Usuda and Okamoto (MUO) [11], gave
the first construction of proxy/delegated signature. Who
will sign the routine/important documents, if actual signer
is not available or busy with the assignments of higher
priority. The proxy signature helps in such situation and it
is one of the important variants of digital signature. The
fundamental proxy signature, enables an actual signer to
pass on his signing power to some another entity, who is
known as proxy signer. After this transfer of authority the
delegated signer is capable of to signing in place of actual
signer. This scheme attracts researchers community, since
then different new constructions of proxy signatures and
its variants, in combination with various special signatures
[12-23], come into existence.
In practice there exists different variants or
extensions of inital proxy signatures depending on how
many actual signer and proxy signer involved: like proxymulti, multi-proxy and multi-proxy multi-signatures.
Suppose that, if two or more actual signers looking to pass
on their signing authority to a specific signer, then how it
is possible. To achieve this goal PMS schemes were firstly
proposed by Yi, Bai and Xiao [24]. They presents two
types of PMS schemes, first one is of MUO [11], type and
second is of KPW [25], type. In a PMSS, for more than
one actual signers, an authorized delegated signer can
generate the valid signature. Sun [26], showed that
schemes given by Yi et al. [24], are not secure against the
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attack mounted by replacement of public key and also
gives an improved version. Sun [26], scheme involves
exponential operations, therefore computationally it is,
little more complex. Afterwards several other proxy multisignatures [27-32], are given by researchers. Most of them
were unable to satisfy the desired security requirement.
The PMSS is very useful in many practical situations, for
an instance a public welfare project initiated by
government, that may involve the finance ministry, public
works department, municipal corporation, and local
administration authorities, etc. The relevant documents
must be signed jointly by all these contributors. A project
in-charge can be appointed to supervise this project, so that
the smooth functioning is possible. He will work as a
proxy of all the concerning departments and sign all the
related documents.
The natural question arises that, is it possible to
generate PMS using merits of message recovery and
verifiable SCPK ? Our paper incorporates these merits and
propose a new PMSS. The organization of rest of the paper
is as follows: a new PMSS is being proposed in next
section; its security analysis is given in Section III and we
concludes our proposed scheme in the last Section.

OUR SIGNATURE SCHEME
Our PMSS scheme has these phases: (A) System
Initialization, (B) Registration of users, (C) Proxy
Delegation, (D) PMS Generation and (E) PMS
Verification and Message Recovery.

*

authority. After this, SA selects bi ∈ z and computes
q
yi = vi ⋅ h(IDi ) mod p
−1

(2)

wi = bi + γ ⋅ h( yi || IDi ) mod q (3)

( yi , wi ) to actual signer

then transmit

Ui ,

thereafter U i calculate his secret key
xi = wi + h(ai || IDi ) mod q

(4)

and checks the validity of public key y i as
Yi = g

xi

=β

h ( y i || ID i

)

⋅ h (ID i ) ⋅ y i mod p

(5)

if this holds , then signer U i , consider (xi , yi ) as
his secret and public key. This equation also authenticate
y i corresponding to xi . Next each U i chooses an integer
value ci ∈ * and calculate
zq
d i = g ci mod p

(6)

and generates pair (ei , δ i ) as
ei = h(d i ) mod p

(7)

δ i = ci − xi ⋅ ei mod p

(8)

Finally the verifiable SCPK of the signer U i is

(ei , δ i , yi , IDi ) . Through the following verification equation
these SCPK can be verified

System Initialization
The system authority (SA), chooses p and q ,
prime values and holds q | p − 1 . The SA also selects a
generator element g with order q , a one way hash
function (OWHF) h(⋅) . The pair (γ , β ) of the private and
public keys of SA, where γ ∈ * , and β = g γ mod p .
zq
Ultimately SA keeps

(vi , IDi ) , to system

then each U i , transmit

γ secret and makes

p , q , g and h(⋅)

[(

ei = h g δ i ⋅ Yi

)

ei

]mod p

(9)

Proxy Delegation
Each U i selects and calculates
ri = g ki mod p

and transmit to rest of the

(10)

(t − 1) original

signatory, then each U i , compute

public.
Registration of Users

t

Each original signer U i , (i = 1,2,3,...t ) selects their
*
IDi and an integer ai ∈ z q respecively. All U i compute

vi = g h ( ai ||IDi ) mod p

(1)

r = ∏ ri mod p

(11)

si = xi ⋅ h(m w || r ) + k i mod q

(12)

i =1

Now (mw , ri , si ) , is the partial signature of each U i
, send to U P computes r same as calculated in equation
(10) and verifies these values as
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g si = ri ⋅ Yi h (mw ||r ) mod p

(13)

SECURITY ANALYSIS

It is valid for all i = 1,2,3...t , then proxy signer
calculates his proxy key as
t

X P = ∑ si + x P ⋅ h(m w || r ) mod q

(14)

Attack Analysis

i =1

and corresponding public key is YP = g X mod p .
P

PMS Generation
To produce PMS, the delegated signer first
choose k ∈ * and calculates
zq
A = [m || h(m)]⋅ g −k ⋅h(m ) mod p

(15)

B = [m || h(m)]⋅ g −k ⋅ A mod p

(16)

S = k ⋅ A − X P ⋅ h(B)

(17)

PMS Verification and Message Recovery
As the verifier receives the signature for
verification (mw , r, A, B, S ) , he recovers the message m as
m || h(m) = B ⋅ g ⋅ r
S

h( B )

 t 

⋅ ∏ Yi  ⋅ YP 
 i =1 


h ( B )⋅h (mw ||r )

[A ⋅ m ] = [B ⋅ m ] ( )
−1 h m

(19)

or not. The above two equations (18) and (19) are
to be verified the signature is valid one. The message is
recovered as follows

{By (16)}

m || h(m) = B ⋅ g k ⋅ A

= B ⋅ g S +⋅ X P ⋅h( B )
= B⋅g ⋅g

{By (17 )}

 t

 [si + X P ⋅h ( mw ||r )]⋅h ( B )
 i =1


∑

{By (14)}

h ( mw ||r )
 t

= B ⋅ g ⋅ ∏ {ri ⋅ Yi }
⋅ YPh (mw ||r ) 
 i =1


h(B )

S

= B⋅ g ⋅r
S

h(B )

Forgery Attack
In the proxy signature generation phase, the
equation (15), (16) and (17), similar to the Nyberg and
Ruppel signature scheme [7]. So an adversary encounters
the difficulty of solving DLP to forge a valid PMS, without
knowing the secret key of the designated proxy signer.

 t 

⋅ C Yi  ⋅ YP 
 i =1 


Let a registered signatory mount a public key
substitution attack by modifying his public key yi to y 'i .
He can choose randomly other parameters and message m'
of his choice and then try to find y'i , from the equation
(18), but it is infeasible due to DLP.
Re-registration Attack

(18)

further the verifier checks whether

S

In this subsection we explain that how the
proposed scheme is secure against forgery attack, public
key substitution attack, and re-registration attack.

Public Key Substitution Attack

Ultimately, the PMS for the message m , is
(mw , r, A, B, S ) .

−1 A

The security analysis of the proposed proxy
multi-signature is in two parts (A) Attack Analysis and (B)
Security Properties.

{By (5), (10)}

h ( B )⋅h ( mw ||r )

In case verification fails, then check authenticity
of the public key through equation (9).

Suppose the adversary attempt to re-register one
of the identity information, which is already registered by
the original signer U i or the proxy signer U P . The
adversary hope that SA will create another valid SCPK,
which will help him to participate as the actual signer or
the delegated signer. In this way the adversary masquerade
as the genuine signer in the subsequent proxy signature
without being identified. This attack can be restricted by
keeping record of identity information registered and SA
should check every time whenever he is going to generate
new self-certified key for any member.
Security Property
Distinguishability
The message warrant m w is included in proxy
signature. On the other hand, YP , the proxy public key of
the proxy signer, includes public key’s of original signer as
well as proxy signer. So in this way the delegated signature
can be easily distinguish from the ordinary signature.
Prevention of Misuse
The message warrant m w , includes information
regarding identity of original as well as of proxy signer.
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Message warrant m w , also includes message type or
message for which the actual signer delegates his authority
to the proxy signer, validity period of delegation, etc. So,
in way the misuse of proxy key duo can be prevented in
our scheme.
Strong Unforgeability
Suppose original signers or an adversary is
looking to counterfeit the signature. To sign the message
X P , none of them is able to find the proxy signers, proxy
secret key X P , from equation (14). Without the unknown
secret X P , it is not possible to forge the signature.
Strong Undeniability
In the process of signature verification and
recovery of message the public key, identity of all original
and proxy signers is used, so none of the signer deny his
participation/agreement after having the signature.
Verifiablity
The verifier or recipient of proxy multi-signature,
can be convinced that all the original signers were agreed
to the message signed. It is due to the proxy public key
involves the public keys of original signers. How the
signature is verified and message is recovered is already
shown.

CONCLUSION
We eliminate the problem of non-repudiation, by
using verifiable SCPK. Our scheme has an advantage that
of every signer's public key can simultaneously validated
through proxy signature verification process. This will
avoid the public key substitution attack, active attacks, and
forgery attacks. At the same time of signature verification
the message is also recovered this will reduce the load on
the resources for computation and storage involved. It is
shown in the security analysis that the proposed scheme
satisfies all the basic security properties.
The
proposed
signature
is
secure
cryptographically as shown in security analysis and
applicable for large messages.
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